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Faculty,administrators debate general study
By Chris Flowers
Staff Reporter
With an increasing number of universities
establishing general studies programs, and others
dropping assorted requirements, faculty and
administrators are caught in a controversy over
the changes and their effects.
Besides degree requirements, course
prerequisites and majors and minors have also
come under fire.
I>. Stanley Coffman, the University's vice
president of academic affairs, admitted that there
Is a trend here - as well as across the nation - of
students preferring a more general education. A
student who plans his own course of study to meet
personal educational goals is quite different from
the student who lives "academically" from
quarter to quarter, enrolling in whatever courses
that appeal to him at the time, he said.
DR. COFFMAN ADDED, however, "I think the
kind of development such as our experimental
studies program is related to the whole idea of

self-designed curriculum."
He said he hopes the experimental studies
program does not become overly rigid because "it
could provide a good relaxer to the system."
Most students. Dr. Coffman suggested, are Joboriented at Bowling Green. The general studies
programs are ideally suited for students who are
not career-oriented, he said.
Students in business, education and other
professional areas would not And • lessening of
requirements accepted in their areas.
FROM THE STANDPOINT
of graduate
studies, the dean of the Graduate School, Dr.
Charles Leone, remarked, "It's fine if a student
wants to take a general degree program, but it is
dangerous if he plans to go to graduate school."
"Students delude themselves when they think
they are automatically eligible for graduate
school Just because they graduate from college,"
he continued. "It's like some think they are
automatically qualified for a state college when
they graduate from high school."
He indicated that when a student enters
graduate school he is supposed to be well grounded

in his discipline.
DR. LEONE EMPHASIZED that he is not
against a general studies program, but admitted
that unless a student has a strong background in
his area of study, he may face problems gaining
acceptance in graduate school.
Concerning graduate schools' views of pass-fail
grading, Dr. Leone said that under the present
evaluation system, graduate schools can tolerate
up to IS per cent past-fail grades providing they
are not in the student's major area of study.
Last of a series
However, he indicated that if pass-fall grading
becomes more widely accepted, graduate schools
would have to Institute other means of determining a student's qualifications.
CAROL SLOMAN, a graduate student and
head of the New University, said, "If a person
wants to learn for learning's sake, he should be
able to determine what courses he takes - with the
counseling of an adviser if he wants one."

Dr. Joseph K. Balogh, chairman of the
sociology department said curriculum must be
flexible and meaningful. "It should be flexible
enough to meet the student's interests and satisfy
the students who say they don't fit into a certain
'bag'," he said.
"Prerequisites for prerequisite's sake is an
utter stupidity," Dr. Balogh added.
DR. BALOGH FEELS colleges are moving to
the point where majors and minors aren't going to
be Important. He also said there should be more
interdepartmental and interdisciplinary
programs as well as increased communications
across academic fields.
Dr. Trevor Phillips, director of experimental
studies, said he believes that there should be the
option for any student to take any course for passfail credit, no credit or grade.
Dr. Phillips said he definitely favors
elimination of requirements and he considers
curriculum choice the responsibility of the student
with help from an adviser.
MULTIPLE OPTIONS are needed, he said,
because, "Some students need the options while

other students need the requirements for careers
in law, medicine and education."
Dr. Phillips commented, however, "There are
zillions of hours of this or that that may make a
competent transmitter of knowledge, but nothing
can guarantee a good teacher. No course taken
here can guarantee quality."
"I used to think that abolishing grades was the
answer to the problems of higher education," he
continued, "but I later decided that I was not in the
position to determine what should be done
anymore than anyone else is."
THERE IS NO ONE answer to the problems
of higher education, Dr. Phillips said.
"There isn't someone passing judgment who
has all the answers," he continued. "Therefore,
because we don't know all the answers we can't
impose one answer."
Whether or not there is someone who has the
"keys to the educational system" controversy
over curriculum and requirements will probably
continue in the future.
As Dr. Balogh put It: "It's a change that the
student! have forced and it's unfortunate because
the faculty should have been responsible for it."
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Refutes conspiracy charge

Priest issues denial
By the Associated Press
The Rev. Philip Berrigan, three other
Roman Catholic priests and a former
priest denied yesterday they were part of
a Washington's birthday bomb conspiracy or plotted to kidnap a
presidential adviser.
They said the charges were a
government attempt to discredit opposition to the Vietnam war.
Berrigan, 47, the alleged mastermind
of the plot, and five others were indicted
Tuesday by a federal grand Jury in
Harrisburg, Pa. Asst. U.S. Atty. Guy
Goodwin said the grand Jury met again
yesterday on the case.
At arraignments yesterday ball was
set at (80,000 for Eqbal Ahmad, 40, a
Pakistani who is a feUow at the Adlai
Stevenson Institute of Public Affairs at
the University of Chicago, and at $50,000
for four others.
Only Sister Elizabeth McAllster, 31, of
Marymount College in Tarrytown, N.Y.,
was released on bail.
Berrigan, 47, a Josephite priest,
. remained at the Federal Correctional
Institute in Danbury, Conn., where he is
serving a six-year sentence for
destroying draft records In Maryland.
Hit brother, the Rev. Daniel
Berrigan, 49, a Jesuit who is serving a
three-year sentence at Danbury on
similar charges, was named one of the
seven coconspirators who are not formally charged.
The plot outlined in the grand Jury
action called for blowing up heat tunnels
connecting several federal buildings in
Washington on Feb. 22, the birthday of
George Washington.
The following day they allegedly
planned to kidnap Henry Kissinger, the
President's advisor on national security
affairs.
The maximum penalty is life im-

Plan report on bill 1219

Grads discuss code
By Terry Cochran
Staff Reporter
Graduate Student Senate met
yesterday afternoon and continued
putting together ideas for a graduate
student equivalent of the undergraduate
Student Code.
"The Graduate Student Senate has
established itself as the effective voice of
all graduate students," explained its
president, Merl Albright, "and it is now
attempting to set criteria and standards
from which it can fully function."
Albright explained that through
talking to representatives from grad
senates in other universities, and by
studying various codes at this University, the Graduate Student Senate is
attempting to piece together a "Code of
Expectations" defining rights and
privileges of grad students here.
THE SENATE voiced its opinion that
grad students should have a stronger and
more effective way of dealing with any
troubles which might arise among its

"At present," Albright said later,
"the graduate student's department
handles any difficulties which might
arise within his teaching discipline. We
want to set up a review board within
Grad Student Senate, which would
handle any such problem internally."
Graduate Student Senate member
Allen Yates informed the Senate that be
had received information from Senates in
other universities, and that more were on
the way.
Other major action by the Senate
included a discussion of its stand on state
bill 1219, the "riot bill."
GENERAL CONSENSUS among its
members was that the bill is most likely
unconstitutional, and that the Senate's
eventual report on the bill will be very
critical in nature.
It was determined that before any
final statement was made on the bill by
Graduate Student Senate, Its members
would first attend a meeting on toe issue
sponsored by
a group of Toledo
lawyers and taw students, who have

studied the Issue in depth.
IN OTHER business, the Senate
passed a proposal stating that all
graduate students should have the same
privileges at bookstores as University
faculty members.
Primarily these privileges include a
ten per cent discount on any item purchased.
The Senate determined to draft a
letter to be sent to bookstores asking for
the discount privileges, for lowering of
book prices, and for making available
book material of more general interest
along with regular textbooks.

prisonment on the kidnaping charge, and
five to 10 years and 110,000 penalties on
the bombing charge.
Attorney William Kunstler visited the
Berrigan brothers in prison yesterday
and released their statement which said
the government's action was following a
"tragic and outrageous course - to
stigmatize millions of morally dedicated
opponents of our military involvement in
Indochina as violent and deranged
people."
The statement continued:
"Thirty-eight years ago the Nazi
party burnt the Reichstag in order to

stampede the German people into supporting a policy of repression at home
and militarism abroad.
"Yesterday, the government of the
United States, for much the same purposes, created a grotesque conspiracy to
Kidnap a presidential assistant and blow
up the heating systems of federal
buildings In Washington.
"In 1933, the principal defendants
were German and Bulgarian Communists - today they Include Roman
Catholic priests, ex-priests and nuns, as
well as a college professor.
"The objective is a simple but deadly

one to destroy the peace movement by
creating caricatures of those who oppose
the war in Southeast Asia."
Kunstler said the Berrigan brothers
view the charges as "a colossal blunder"
which the government "has been
stampeded into" by the accusations of a
similar plot made last Nov. 27 by FBI
Director J. Edgar Hoover.
Revs. Joseph R. Wenderoth, 35, and
Neil R. McLaughlin, 30, and the nowmarried former Josephite priest, Anthony Scoblick, 30, issued their denial of
the charges after arraignment in
Baltimore.

Sowle seeks aid
in checking strike
ATHENS. Ohio (AP) - President
Claude Sowle of Ohio University called
on Gov. John J. Gilligan yesterday to
appoint an abltrator to help check a
threatened strike of non-academic employes at the university.
At the same time he pointed to a
growing crisis in state university affairs,
which he said calls for legislative and
executive action on the state level.
Sowle asked that the governor "Take
steps to appoint from a list submitted by
the Federal Mediation and Conciliation
Service an arbitrator acceptable to
parties concerned."
Members of the State, County and
Municipal Employees Union are in
dispute with une university about an
overtime clause in the agreement they
signed with the university last fall. They
are scheduled to take a strike vote
tonight.
HERSCHEL SIGALL, director of
Council 21, governing body of the union,
has said the union was not willing to
arbitrate the dispute, but would accept
mediation from the offices of the
governor or attorney general.
Sowle, in a telegram to Gilligan, noted
the campus crisis faced by universities
eight months
ago and said:
"The same institutions either immediately or prospectively face a crisis
of equal proportions. Then, as now,
most, if not all, of the issues require
resolution by Institutions or agencies
other than the universities.
"Then the issues were primarily
within the control of the government in

June grads' applications due
Seniors who plan to graduate in March or June must file an application
to graduate with the registrar's office by this Friday. The applications
are available at the registrar's office, 110 Administration Bldg.
Senior analyses for students in the College of Business Administration
are being held daily from 2 to 4 p.m. at the college offices in 112 Hayes
Hall.

Washington. Now the issue, wages for
civil service employes, for example, are
primarily within the control of the
government In Columbus.
"We believe, therefore, that the
present crisis requires extraordinary
measures, in this case In Columbus. Th
threat of a strike - here today,, tomorrow
in Kent and Toledo, and elsewhere In the
months ahead - pretend disastrous
consequences for the students at our Ohio
Universities and their parents, for out
civil service employes, for our faculties
and staff and for our communities whose
economic futures are so closely tied to

the continued operation of our universities."
SOWLE SAID that the problem "is
symptomatic of a broader and more
fundamental problem that must be faced
squarely in the near future by the
legislature and executive branches of
state government.
Under current state taws, both the
scope of negotiations with public employes and the issues that may be
resolved directly by them and their
employers are clouded by unreality and
uncertain! ty."

Moore aide quits,
accepts CIT post
University Director of Development
Eugene Wilson has resigned as assistant
to the president in order to accept a post
in development a* California Institute of
Technology (CIT).
Wilson, 33, has been Involved In
University affairs for 15 years. He was
appointed director of the University
development program in 1967.
The University has collected some
$1.6 million of a total $2.4 million in
pledged donations through Its program
"Bowling Green's Mission: Expanding
Horizons."
WILSON, A NATIVE of Blootndale,
O., is a graduate of the University and
holds a master's degree from Syracuse.
He worked in various student personnel
Jobs here from 1961 to 1964 when he took a
Job as advertising manager for Columbia
Gas of Ohio, a position he held for two
yean.
WUton will be the director of special

Eugene Wilson
projects for the office of development at
CIT starting Feb. 15. His resignation
becomes effective Feb. 13.
Wilson is a former president of the
Alumni Association board of directors
and waj named Bowling Green's
"Outstanding Young Man" of 1969 by the
Jayceet.
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There was big news In The News yesterday. News
about how the morale of our fighting men in Vietnam was
dwindling.
How disrespect for officers Is becoming
rampant, and how some soldiers interviewed no longer
care what happens to them.
Big news. Indeed, to some people.
Not to us.
How can American forces, locked in a no-win battle for
10 years, be expected to carry out their duties with the
same verve and vigor expected in a conflict where battle
lines are clearly drawn, strategy Is well planned, and the
people at home are supporting their actions?
Vietnam Is a tired Issue. To many, we've been drifting
mindlessly through this ugly mess 10 years too long.
Somewhere along the line, something had to give.
Some time ago, we were all led to believe the end of this
bloodshed was in sight with the beginning of peace
negotiations. We had those hopes dashed with a Cambodian invasion and an Ill-fated effort to rescue POW's for
which we launched what was actually an invasion by air of
North Vietnam territory.
It showed us all that our federal administrators had
only sighed at the hopes of peace and the struggle was far
from over.
So, now, our soldiers are bearing the effects of this
unholy disgrace to our country's name.
Their openly
uncaring attitudes reflect the futility of the war.
Apparently no one listens to the anti-war people at
home. But, how about now? Now that one of the largest,
growing segments of anti-war sentiment Is our soldiers In
the field.
Doesn't anybody, now, want to give peace a chance?

once more- aws
AWS met Tuesday to decide on a "do or die" Issue. The
group had supposedly decided to revamp their constitution
and concern themselves with more worthwhile projects, or
disband.
We've heard the proposals for change made at the
meeting, and we're not impressed.
In a desperate attempt to make the organization seem
more than a farce, (the active members are greatly
concerned about their Image), the proposed reformers
contemplated such radical reform issues as a campuselected central committee, and postponing elections for
the sake of writing a new and better
constitution.
We
expected new Ideas. Proposals for campus-wide projects
such as the Sex Information Center, for example. But Joy
Teckenbrock has left us, and the women of AWS can't
seem to come up with any Ideas without her.
We expected new Ideas. We expected too much.
.
Disband.

peace through victory
Student Columaist
Despite valiant effort* by the administration In Washington to convince
the American people that Nixon's
unilateral withdrawal programs will not
mean defeat, the nation la becoming
increasingly dissatisfied as we see a
picture of coming surrender and betrayal
to the Communists. By Nixon's own
admission that "we do not seek victory in
Vietnam," he has not only lost the support of our Asian allies but faces sharp

dissension among victory-conscious
military and political observers.
Most of these advocates have rallied
behind the banner of the National
Committee For Lasting Peace, officially
founded in San Diego, California. Under
the leadership of senior Lou Mlchelli, a
two year veteran of Vietnam, we have
formed a local committee designed to
apply effective political pressure against
the administration in favor of a peace
through victory platform.
The National Committee For Lasting

news Lerrers
the new war
A new crisis at the U.N. has sent
delegates from the United States and
Russia scurrying like rats around that
building in the last 24 hours.
The crisis is that top officials from
Egypt and Israel have decided to enter
Into a new state of undeclared war.
However, the state of undeclared war
Is not the major controversy. The real
problem Is the manner in which the
countries propose to carry out the conflict. Although their Idea is not new, It
does have interesting variations and a
new twist.
First looking back in history, we see
bow the United States, Russia and China
have carried out the same plan in a
primitive form. Our hindsight shows us
that theU.S. has been in a state of undeclared war with Russia and China for
many years. But because of political
reasons these countries could not carry
out war directly with each other. Instead
they carried out war through unwilling
middle-men. (You remember-Dorea,
Vietnam and military equipment to the
Middle East.)
The plan of Israel and Egypt Is very
similar to that of the old plan, but with
variations, as I mentioned earlier.
You see neither Egypt nor Israel have
the money or manpower to carry on a
long, conventional war In a distant nation
as are the richer countries. Also, there
would be the problem of the location In
which to stage the war if it were possible.
So Egypt and Israel have decided to
carry on an indirect nuclear war. The
plan calls for the U.S. and Russia to
supply the arms for the countries, and
thus maintain a balance of power.
Here is how the war will work. Egypt
and Iarael will carry on peace
negotiations In Paris, but In the mean-

time any disagreements will be dealt
with thusly. If, for instance, Israe'.
should become aggravated at any act on
of Egypt Israel would promptly hurl a
nuclear warhead at Russia.
Of course, in retaliation, Egypt would
then burl a nuclear warhead at the
United States. In this manner both sides
will be able to seek a Just peace at a
minimum cost to the lives of their own
peoples and properties. Further aspects
of the plan are for Egypt and Israel to
send advisors to their respective allies to
help develop nuclear weapon, that would
be most useful in the conflict.
There has been no reaction from
Russia on the plan as yet, as there has
been a complete blackout on any information from that country.
Neither has there been any official
word from Washington, but unofficial
sources say the President Is reluctant to
denounce the plan because his denunciation might bring Into question the
Justification of the United States ventures Into foreign countries, past and
present. In particular, the sources said,
the President feared this might mean the
United States would have to refrain from
any further Involvement in Veitnam.
The sources said that the president
still asserts that his conscience would not
allow him to be the first president to lose
a war, and felt any negative reaction to
the plan on his part might eventually
bring this about.
However sources say that the
president is hopeful that if the plan
cannot be avoided that at least Egypt and
Israel will only bomb remote areas of the
countries so as to Incur the least damage
possible. It is also said that the President
is very hopeful that the differences
between Egypt and Israel can be settled

our man hoppe

the sukhomlinov effect
By Arthur Hoppe
National Columnist
Like all great discoveries in the
history of mankind, The Sukhomlinov
Effect stirred little interest at first.
Its discoverers, Roger A. Beaumont
and Bernard J. James, quietly published
their findings in the winter, 1971, Issue of
Horizon magazine.
In a well-documented article they
demonstrated conclusively that over the
past 200 years victory in war was invariably gone to the army whose officers
wear the least impressive uniforms.
They named their discovery for

General V. A. Sukhomlinov, surely one of
the most beribboned and bemedaled
generals of all time, who led his Russian
troops to foregone defeat against the
Germans in World War I.
To understand why America has
never lost a war one need only visualise
the shabby, unshaven look of our combat
troopsfrom the Revolution through Willie
and Joe of World War II. The reason, of
course, is The Sukhomlinov Effect.
Most who read the article smiled and
nodded and turned the page. It might
have been forgotten had not General
Hiram Hlggins picked up a copy of the
magazine in the Pentagon Barber Shop

Peace was founded by two retired
Vietnam servicemen who have done
extensive research into the prospects of a
victory-in-Vietnam policy. Organised
Just last year, the committee now contains over 300 local chapters, most of
which are students and veterans who are
committed to its program of a military
victory In Southeast Asia.
After a year of intensive military,
political and economic studies on the
current Vietnam situation, the committee has found that a quick military

the following summer.
"Put away that razor, son!" cried
General Hlggins In a lather. And he
strode In Ms shirtsleeves straight to the
Joint Chiefs of Staff.
"Well, heaven knows," said the Joint
Chiefs with a collective sigh after
studying the piece, "we've tried
everything else."
And so the uniform of the day was
henceforth''frayed collar (open at neck),
shoes (scuffed), khakis (impressed) and
chin stubble (one-eighth inch.)"
With officers no longer spending hours
each day shaving, shining, spitting and
polishing, efficiency st the Pentagon

'NOW WE PRAY A LOT*
amxfftsrastiitnwff*

increased 23.8 oer cent overnight. With
decorations abolished, officers in the
field concentrated on winning
engagements rather than medals.
And yet In Vietnam, the enemy hung
on.
"The problem," said General
Hlggins, frowning "is that the Viet Cong
wear nothing but sandals and black
pajamas. It's little wonder they've held
out against the military might of France
and America for more than 20 years.
They're the most Sukhomlinov Effective
fighting force the world has ever seen.''
With American troops unable to look
scruffier than the enemy, there was but
one recourse. In a brilliant maneuver, a
vast armada of American bombers
plastered every enemy stronghold with
7300 tons of epaulets, ribbons, sashes,
ceremonial swords, swagger sticks.
shiny Jack boots, Sam Brown belts and
gold-braided caps.
The enemy was delighted with the
booty. Of course, In their resplendent
new uniforms they were reluctant to
crawl through mucky rice peddles or
dig dirty foxholes or plant greasy mines
or...
Two weeks later American troops
marched into Hanoi. At home, a relieved
Nation settled back to watch the
surrender ceremonies on television.
Many viewers were appalled at the sight
of shabby-looking unshaven General
Hiram Hlggins accepting the ornate
ceremonial swords of the glitterlngly
uniformed enemy officers.
"How did that bum," they asked,
"ever lick guys like that?"
The President, bowing to public
pleasure, cashiered General Hlggins for
his "unsoldierly appearance and unmllitary bearing."
And The
Sukbonutnov Effect was never mentioned around the Pentagon again.

before 1972.
With interviews from the man in the
street the general agreement seemed to
be that all were hopeful that Egypt and
Israel would abandon the plan completely with the consideration of the loss
of life of many Innocent persons that
would surelly be the new war.
Only the future can tell us what Is In
store.

Rick
Amos
fas First St., Apt 2

lesbianism
In the January 7 edition of the BG
News there was an article concerning
Women's Week and some of its scheduled
programs.
One mentioned was s
discussion of radical lesbianism by s
group of what the article called "admitted lesbians".
This implies to me that lesbianism
isn't something that should be admitted.
If this was what was being Implied, you'd
better start educating yourself, because
today, things like lesbianism and
homosexuality are no longer considered
deviant or immoral, but feelings many
people have and share as an alternate
lifestyle, and not to be ashamed of.
Open your eyes to alternatives, you
may find that one appeals to you.'
Vlckl Knauerhase
423ViE. Court St.

let's hear from yoi
The BG News welcomes all
letters to the editor and opinion
columns. Letters may comment on any other letter,
column or editorial. We ask,
however, that guest columns not
be written in direct response to
any other published editorial
item.
Letters should be a
maximum of 300 words,
typewritten. We ask that
columns be no more than four
typed pages triple-spaced.
The News maintains the
right to edit all submissions that
exceed these limits, with
respect to the laws of libel and
proper taste.
Letters and columns should
Include the author's address
and phone number, and may be
mailed to the Editor, co BG
News, 106 University Hall.

victory is not only completely possible
but absolutely necessary. The results of
the victory objectives are three-fold: (D
It is the quickies t way to get our troops
home, (2) It Is the only way to get some
1.S00 American Prisoners of war
returned, (3) It allows VtotnamixaUon to
really work.
The military victory Is to be accomplished by a two-day conventional
bombing of Haiphong and the Paul
Domier Bridge where 97 per cent of all of
Hanoi's war materials are either stored
or must pass through to the south.
Leaflet drops will occur a day in advance so that civilians will not be hurt.
The attacks will not be made against the
people, but rather at the war supplies
which are being used to wage the fighting
In the south. After these bombings the
government of North Vietnam will be
given a chance to come to terms, aa the
committee states "these terms would
only require North Vietnam to release
our POW's immediately and cease
hostilities."
With their war supplies gone they will
be forced to come to terms within 30
days. It will take at least 5 years to
resume their war capabilities. Secondary bombings on the dikes in the north
could occur for leverage In leasing our
POW's.
The failure to follow the committee's
proposals Is obvious. Douglas Pike in his
book, "Viet Cong, Viet Cong strategy for
Terror", estimates that nearly 3 million
South Vietnamese citizens may die the
night the last U.S. soldier leaves Vietnam.
The National Observer of June 1970
echoes similar notes. During the North
Vietnamese capture of Hue in 1968, over
6,000 men, women and children were
killed by terror squads. From 1955-1957,
during the agrarian reform program in
North Vietnam 150,000 Vietnamese were
murdered or put Into forced labor camps.
In addition, under Nixon's withdrawal
platform over 1,500 POW's will be left to
die in Hanoi's Jails. Despite vocal threats
and inadequate actions by the government little constructive steps have been
taken to free our men. One must not
forget that another no-win war over
twenty years ago in Korea, ended in the
loss of 384 Americans still In the Jails of
North Korea. Similarity during the
period 1946-1964, the VietMinh captured
over 36,000 French soldiers.
When these POW's were repatriated
in 1964 over 26,000 had disappeared.
Only 28 per cent were ever returned.
Only through the committee's program
of victory can the South Vietnamese be
given a chance to defeat the aggression
of Hanoi and our airmen be given a
chance for freedom.
Through recent polls and surveys
across the nation, most conclusions
suggest that the American people truly
want a victory to Nixon's covert
surrender. Radio polls In Denver, Salt
Lake City, Seattle, Tampa and others say
80 per cent prefer a military victory to
withdrawal.
CBS has found that 70 per cent want
victory, and a survey by the American
Security Council reports 78 per cent
wants the destruction of Haiphong.
Other findings agree that only about 3 per
cent of the American public want any
kind of withdrawal action.
Anyone wishing to join the National
Committee For Lasting Peace or Just
interested in helping the cause should
call: 353-4456 or 372-3164. Meetings are
held regularly on campus and all contributions wiH be greatly appreciated.
Possibly the greatest insight ever
written on the current possible effects of
U.S. policy in Vietnam was written by
Douglas Pike when he wrote, "AD
political
opposition
would
be
systematically eliminated.
"A curtain of ignorance would descend
and then would begin a night of long
knives. The Communists would create a
silence. The world would call It peace".
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Space assignments—no easy task

Who goes where?
BjrAuHdbMMT

Probably everyone has
heard, at least once, of a class
convening In a room only to
Bod another clast occupying
be room.
Then the complaints fly
Mck and fast, summed up by
"Cant this damn University
do anything right?"
They try, they really try.
And when you consider that
Mch a class is only one out of
about 15 such mistakes, and
twee IS mistakes are out of as
many as 3,000 class assignments, you begin to understand how much they try.
The fact is that space
assignments are not handled
by any one person or department but are broken down into
three areas.

The Academic Space
Committee, headed by Gary
Wodltsch, director of Planning
and Institutional Studies,
assigns space to the various
departments for offices and
laboratories.
Classrooms are allocated
for the class sections by
Robert McGeeln, assistant
registrar, and the remaining
space for extra-curricular,
non-university and U.A.O.
activities, as well as any
corrections necessary is under
the Jurisdiction of John
Bryson, head of Space
Assignments.
According to Wodltsch, the
registrar's office compiles a
list of all class sections to be
offered each quarter.
This list Is then sent to

Seniority under fire

SOME CAR-OWNERS
FOUND
themselves chipping and scraping forawhile before they could be off to their

destinations when an icy rain encased
vehicles in its heavy shield.

Israel charges cease-fire violation
By the Associated Press

Israel said Russian-built
Egyptian planes swept across
the Sues Canal yesterday - an
event coinciding with the
arrival of Soviet President
Nikolai V. Podgorny in Cairo
with promises of Kremlin
cooperation with his Arab
hosts. New fighting broke out
in Jordan.
Israel charged that four
Egyptian warplanes streaked
over Israeli positions along
the waterway in violation of
the cease-fire and Hied a

Second officer
pleads innocent
to indictments
The second of six Bowling
Green policemen indicted
yesterday following a recent
burglary
investigation
pleaded innocent to charges of
breaking and entering.
Police Patrolman Claude
Clouse, 43, entered his plea in
Wood County Common Pleas
Court.
Lt. Galen Ash pleaded
innocent earlier.
Four other policemen, two
auxiliary policemen and a
University security officer
were indicted on similar
charges following the investigation of thefts from a
market and industrial plant.
The police department's
authorized strength has
decreased overall from 19 to
IS. This follows suspensions
and the hiring of two officers
to replace two policemen who
entered guilty pleas, and the
hiring of three other men.

complaint with the U.N. Truce
Supervision Organization.
The Israeli spokesman did
not say whether the planes
opened fire or were fired upon.
Shooting shook Amman
last night as Jordan's
government and Palestinian
guerrilla leaders who announced a cease-fire a day
earlier continued efforts to
stop the fighting.
Amman's central electric
power plant was attacked by
Palestinian guerrillas Wednesday night but the Jordanian army said the attack
was being repelled.
An army announcement
said about SO guerrillas from
the leftist Popular Front for
the Liberation of Palestine PFLP - and the Popular
Democratic Front - PDF attacked the power station
with rockets and hand
grenades.
The announcement came
as the Central Committee of
the Palestine Liberation
Organization
said
the
guerrillas "tentatively
agreed" to a cease-fire.
The government announced that orders were
issued to Jordanian security
forces to shoot "only in selfdefense and as a maximum
necessity."
Government officials said
the latest outbreak was
triggered by a grenade attack
on a truck in the Jordanian
capital. A guerrilla ambulance
was hit and its driver wounded, and security forces investigating the grenade Incident were raked by gunfire
informants said.
The PFLP had served
notice that it was launching a

Group plays 'Thoreau'
as winter season opens
The first production of the
winter quarter at the
University Theatre will be
•The Night Thoreau Spent in
Jail" by Jerome Lawrence
and Robert E.Lee.
The play will be presented
in the Joe E .Brown Theatre in
University Hall beginning
Wednesday, Jan. 20 and will
continue through Sunday, Jan.
M.
Thoreau's disgust with the
lies and confusion that clouded
the bloody conflict between
the United States and its
southern neighbor during the
Mexican-American War is the
subject of the drama.
Seeking to demonstrate his
opposition to the war, Thoreau
refused to pay taxes which he
felt were being used to finance
the war effort. For this he was
incarcerated on July 23 for a
nifht.
Through a series of flashbacks, playwrights Lee and
Lawrence have built a case for
Thoreaus concern about one's
self and his neighbor.

Curtain time for all performances Is ( p.m. Tickets
are available at the box office.
University Hall, from 11 a.m.
to 3:30 p.m beginning Monday, Jan. 18 and also at 7 p.m.
on performance nights.

campaign of hit-run raids
against government forces.
The fighting in Jordan and
the Suez overflight were
reported as Israel and Egypt
tried to promote rival peace

formulas.
An authoritative Cairo
newspaper, Al Gomhourla,
said the Egyptian plan calls
for a Big Four peacekeeDins
force under the U.N.

ROTC program fulfills
student

obligation

For students thinking
about going to graduate school
but are unsure about the draft,
one answer is the two-year
advanced
Army
ROTC
program.
Major Richard G. Walker,
head of the program at the
University, stated that the
students who have enrolled
previously have found It to be
"a pretty good deal."
Major Walker added that
the students enrolled usually
have low draft numbers and
have decided to fulfill their
obligation with this program.
He said that they were
processing applications now,
and anyone interested should
contact him.

students presently enrolled,
he said.
To be eligible for
enrollment, a student must be
a sophomore or a graduate
student, in good standing, with
at least two more years to
complete.
To enroll he must contact
the ROTC office in Memorial
Hall for an application and
pass an aptitude test and a
physical.
In May. the student will
receive orders to go to summer training camp for six
weeks. This Is usually held at
Ft. Knox, Kentucky.
The student has the
privilege of changing his mind
at this time and withdrawing
If he desires.

BA selects four to aid
in counseling students
The College of Business
Administration has found
what may be a solution to the
problem of academic advising. In cooperation with
the Dean of Business Administration, the dean's advisory council has chosen four
upperclass students to assist
the faculty with advising.
Their purpose is to relieve
the faculty member of
counseling problems that deal
with
interpreting
the
catalogue, thus freeing the
instructor for more important
matters such as helping a
student choose a major, a
career and so forth.
The student advisors can
take over the tasks of
deciphering group
requirements, pointing out to
the student what resources
are available to him, and

where to get more indepth
advice.
Although freshman and
sophomores will derive the
most benefit from such a setup, upperclassmen are invited
to take advantage of the
program. The student advisors man a desk in the
dean's office, and may be
contacted by phoning the
College of Business Administration.
The student advisors were
chosen by the dean's advisory
council, a body comprised of
the presidents of honorary
and professional fraternities
of the College of Business
Administration.
They are Rick Harris,
senior (BA), Bill Mclntyre,
Junior (BA), Barb Miller,
senior (BA) and Gerta
Aiegler, junior (BA).

WASHINGTON (AP) Younger House Democrats,
scenting "the chance of a
lifetime," are planning an
attack next week on the
seniority system that would
unseat most present committee chairmen in two years.
They will propose setting a
70-year age limit for chairmen
and limiting chairmen of any
age to four terms at the head
of a committee, with both
changes to take effect in 1973.
If they succeed - and the
odds are against them - there
would be a wholesale
uprooting of chairmen in the
93rd Congress, with 11 being
forced out by the age limit and
three more by the time limit.
Only three chairmen of major
committees would survive.
The two proposals are the
most far reaching of a number
of rules changes that will be
advanced by reform-minded
members next week when the
Democratics caucus in advance of the opening of the
92nd Congress Thursday.
They are designed to take
advantage of the winds of
change that have begun to
blow over Congress, which the
reformers fear may die down
If not fanned vigorously now.

Free concert
to be h€ld
after game
The Young Holt Unlimited
will perform here Saturday,
Jan. 16 immediately following
the basketball game.
The concert will be held in
the
Grand
Ballroom,
University Union.
The free concert is being
sponsored by the Union Activities Organization (UAO)
and the Student Activities
Office.
The UAO will also sponsor
a free folk concert in the
Cardinal Room from t p.m. to
11:30 p.m. Friday and
Saturday, Jan. IS and It.
Performing will be Joe
Baker and Bruce Blair.
-CUP >N0 MVI

I

"This may be the only
chance we'll get during our
time In Congress to try to
bring the House into the 20th
century," said Rep. James J.
Howard, (D-N.J.), spokesman
for the group, at a new*
conference outlining the
proposed changes.
Only four other Democrats
appeared with Howard: Reps.
Brock Adams of Washington,
Thomas M.Rees of California,
Patsy T. Mink of Hawaii, and
newly-elected Ron Mazxoli of
Kentucky. But Howard said he
expects strong support in the
caucus for most of the
proposed package.

Retired general
served indictment
for legal evasions
WASHINGTON (AP) - A
former top law enforcement
officer for the Army has been
indicted for unlawfully obtaining 423 guns from the
Chicago Police Department
and for evading $16,000 In
federal Income taxes.
Atty. Gen. John Mitchell
said Tuesday the 13-count
Indictment was returned
against Retired Army Gen.
Carl C. Turner by a federal
grand Jury In Richmond, Va.
Turner, was provost
marshal general when he
resigned from the Army in
1968 and later was appointed
by President Nixon as chief of
U.S. Marshals.
He resigned the Justice
Department post under
pressure and was stripped of
the Army Distinguished
Service Medal In 1969 after
becoming a central figure in a
congressional Investigation of
graft in Army service clubs.

McGeeln,
who
assigns
classrooms to the sections.
The list then travels to
Bryson s office for the
allocation of free space.
The Academic Space
Committee, said Wodltsch,
receives and fills requests
from all of the departments
for office space to house administrators, professors, and
graduate assistants.
But the old stadium which
houses the offices of 20 to 30
graduate assistants, lt
scheduled to be torn down in
February, thus creating the
problem of finding new office
space, he said.
McGeeln
listed
two
priorities be uses in assigning
rooms to sections : the appropriateness
of
the
classroom for the type of
instruction; and the proximity
of the class to department
offices.
For example, instructors of
higher level courses like the
seminar atmosphere for their
classes. Also, it Is logical that
the higher level courses be
closer to department offices than the beginning level
courses.
But sometimes there Just
isn't enough space and some
students find themselves
scheduled for classes in the

stadium.
"The more class offerings
there are, the farther Into the
hinterlands you go," explained McGeeln.
There are also those rooms
that don't lend themselves to
normal use. Those without
blackboards, the practice
rooms in the music building,
interview rooms In the
psychology building with twoway mirrors, and the lab
rooms in the fine artsbuilding
are examples.
Some classes need special
equipment, but because the
equipment may be fragile,
class size may be limited.
McGeeln said that the rate
of increasing enrollment and
the amount of available
classroom
space
may
necessitate more night classes
and more eight o'clocks.
Bryson also has his difficulties with Irate groups who
are assigned rooms that are
too small. Bryson said that
many U.A.O. sponsored activities request small rooms
and that assignments are
based mainly on a first-come,
first-served basis.
He added that when conflicts arise, whatever Is
available is assigned, with
programs of an academic
nature taking precedence.

Allies join U.S.
in troop reca
SAIGON (AP) - With the
United States stepping up its
troop
withdrawal from
Vietnam, two major allies are
planning to pull out their
forces. Two others are
standing pat after reducing
their contingents.
South Korea announced
this week that it plans a slow,
step-by-step withdrawal of its
50,000-man force. Thailand
has declared it will call home
its 12,000 infantrymen in two
sections, the last by February
19T2.
These two nations rank
second and third after the

United States among foreign
countries fighting on the side
of South Vietnam.
Australia
and
New
Zealand, the other two
countries contributing troops,
reduced their small forces last
November. Both have announced no further cuts, at
least soon.
South Korea's intention to
pull out was disclosed Monday
by President Chung Hee Park
in Seoul. He told a news
conference his government is
planning a step-by-step withdrawal, but
gave no
timetable.

IPCRESS FILE
Fridoy 6 & 10 p.m.

Saturday 8 pm

GRAND PRIX
Friday 8 p.m.

Saturday 6 & 10 p.m.

Main Auditorium,
University Hall
Admission:
Free With University ID Card*,
Gttsts 25 Cents

* SAIEI *

LOW COST, SAFE, LEGAL

ABORTIO

IN NEW YORK
SCHEDULED IMMEDIATELY
(212)490-3600

rWFESSIONAl SCHE0ULING SERVICE.
5«J Filth »«•., Ntw VerkCttr 10017
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THE BROTHERS OF

PHI DELTA THETA
CORDIALLY INVITE ALL
INTERESTED MEN TO
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Center enlarges,

ABA head seeks
lawyer leadership

requests records
By Mary Blake

bring your ID and All out an
information card. However,
the headphones are all
monoaural.

Don't let your old albums
ait around and collect dust.
Give them to the library's
third floor audio center.
"But I'm working on
According to William
Scburk, director of the center, getting them changed to
any old records and tapes can stereo", remarked Mr.
be used to enlarge the growing Schurk. "Right now adequate
number of audio materials in funds are a problem", he
added.
the center.
The center is always
getting new albums from
various sources such as area
radio stations. All types of
Information can be found on
new releases and developments In the world of pop
muslr
"Billboard", "Cash
Box,"and Rolling Stone" are
Just about any kind of a few of the magazines that
record or tape from the latest the center recleves to keep up
release to the moldiest oldie with current music trends.
can be found at the center.
Record catalogs date back to
The hours of the center are
the IMO's. Sheet music Is also 1 p.m. to S p.m. and 6 p.m. to
available there.
10 p.m. Monday through
If you Just want to listen to Thrusday,and 1 p.m. toS p.m.
a favorite album or have to Friday. The center is not open
use a tape for an assignment, weekends.
Recently a small room has
been added to the center's
facilities which now contain
thousands of records. Already
the additional space is almost
completely filled with shelves
of «'s.

"GRAND OPENING
•

JANUARY 15

¥

Free Surprise Bag With
Every Purchase at
The New

PURPLE
MUSHROOM

Nowiphoto by Karon Hmnburf

WILLIAM

SCHURK,

director of

the Library's audio center.

Threats not to deter-Jews
NEW YORK (AP) - The
head of the militant Jewish
Defense League says Jail
threats will not deter his
followers from a campaign of
harassing
Russian
representatives here to
protest the conditions of Soviet
Jews.
In the latest Incidents, six
young JDI. members trailed
three persons as they left the
Soviet mission to the United
Nations Tuesday and shouted

insults at them.
They followed one man into
a soda foutain and two women
into a supermarket.
The
shouting stopped when police
intervened.
Hours earlier, Rabbi Melr
Kahane, founder and leader of
the league, was arrested on a
Criminal Court
bench
warrant for failure to appear
for a hearing on riot charges
stemming from a Dec. 27 antiSoviet demonstration.

Returning to the league
headquarters, Kahane told his
followers that his arrest "was
Just the start of a campaign to
stop us."
But he added: "If they
think we are the kind of people
who will be scared off by Jail
threats, then they don't know
the psyche of the modern,
militant Jew."
The JDL has staged
numerous
anti-Soviet
demonstrations in New York

Get Acquinted Offer

20% On All Items
To Feb. 15
Block Light Room choltvre, lov. colors, Pray»p
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Frl & Sot
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JEANS
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NO
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2 for'! Nite
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for
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3 For $1.00 No Limit
(With Coupon)
1616 E. Wooster,. Bowling Green
In Toledo
2330 Laskey Kd.

3506 Dorr kd.

2224 Woodville Kd

and other cities, most recently
to protest death sentences
given two Soviet Jews. The
sentences were later commuted.
Kahane has said the
continued harassment is an
effort the get the Soviet Union
to allow Jews to emigrate to
Israel.
Mayor John V. Lindsay
denied that Kanane's arrest
was the result of State
Department pressure. He also
said he had told the State
Department that police would
take "every step necessary to
see that the International
community in our town Is
safeguraded."
In Tel Aviv. Israeli
newspapers criticized the
JDL.
Davar, the organ of the
Labor Confederation, said
there was nothing holy about
Jewish terrorism, "even If the
motives are pure and It is
designed to serve a Just
protest."
A religious newspaper,
Sherarim, said: "Dozens of
years of struggle notwithstanding, Jews In Israel
have never once been tempted
to emulate their enemies'
methods. This is not the way
Jews fight, and therein lies
their strength."

Blount says
postal rates
face June rise
WASHINGTON (AP) Postmaster General Wlnton
M. Blount says postage rates
will jump before June as the
post office converts over to the
semi-autonomous postal
service.
The postmaster said the
new nine member postal
board would be in control
before their deadline Aug. 12
and probably would exercise
some functions even earlier.
One of the first items the
board is to consider Is an
expected request for a onethird increase In postage rates
for all but fourth-class mail.

SIGMA CHI
RUSH SMOKER
7:00-8:30 Tonight
At The Hoist
Live EitortiiM.it Will It Provided ly
Tilt Hit

Fliatrs

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Food
and
Drug
Administration says it is
recalling 116,700 tins of ground
black pepper from the
wholesale market because of
bacterial contamination.
An FDA spokesman said
Tuesday the contamination
with salmonella is not considered a significant health
hazard because the organism
does not multiply readily in
black pepper. However, he
said, certain uses of the
contaminated pepper-such as
allowing it to set for several
days In foods-could lead to
possible food poisoning.
The pepper, manufactured
by Frank Tea & Spice Co. of
Cincinnati, was distributed
under the brand names Frosty
Acres, Pleezing, Nugget,
Foodland, Frank's Forbes,
Frankford,
McMahon's
Galanides, Nifda, White Villa,
Shurfine, Unity, IGA and
Mary Ann.
Meanwhile, in Cincinnati,
Frank Tea & Spice Co. said
today it "voluntarily" with-

Number 9
seeks critic
Number 9 has come into a
wonderful opportunity - free
albums will be mailed almost
daily to us. But there's a hitch.
The company Is asking us to
review the records and send
them a copy of the review.
Interested in the Job?
Apply at the News Office.

7:00 P.M. 405 Sttdtit Services
All Interested Students
Are Invited To Attend!

r

proaches and to demand selfserving solutions," he said,
adding that as a result, there
is open disobedience of law"whatever laws happen to
constitute a barrier to the ends
that are sought"
He criticized professional
leaders who he said encourage
lawbreaking. "Some social
scientists
are
working
overtime,"
he
aaid,
"espousing Idealistic explanations of and mitigating
grounds for, the group
violence that has scarred our
nation."
In his speech Jaworski said
he noted that a Teachers
Federation leader who expressed
concern
over
disruptions at high school and
himself disobeyed court orders in the wake of a teachers'
strike "thus setting an
example of defiance of
authority which he should not
now be surprised to And our
high
school
students
emulating."
It is up to lawyers, he said,
to take the lead In reunifying
the nation by rebuilding a
respect for law. One of the
most important contributions
lawyers can make, he said. Is
to work with the public in
improving the legal system.

Bacteria forces
recall of pepper

Student Council
Meeting Tonight

THE BROTHERS OF

CORDIALLY INVITE
ALL
INTERESTED MEN
TO A

CLEVELAND (AP) - The
president of the American Bar
Association asked Cleveland
lawyers yesterday to provide
leadership "in reunifying the
nation against the growing
threat to society posed by selfserving Individuals who defy
the rule of law for their own
ends."
The appeal was made by
Leon Jaworski, Houston attorney, In a speech prepared
for a noon session of the local
association.
The nation is drif iting from
the goal of our founding
fathers "to form a more
perfect union," Jaworski said.
He cited the recent report of
the President's Commission
on Campus Unrest, saying
that "the crisis on the
American campuses has roots
In divisions of American
society as deep as any since
the Civil War," and that the
commission fears "new
violence and growing enmity."
The association president
said this division is due to the
development in recent years
of a general attitude which
places self-interest above the
common good.
"Today's tendency In most
segments of our society is to
embrace
unilateral ap-

drew a quantity of black
pepper from wholesale outlets
because "It showed tracesof
contamination."

*

Stttl ctsts rist;
threat tf imports
■t fey tt Etrttt
DUESSELDORF, Germany (AP) - Sources close to
the West German Iron and
Steel
Federation
said
yesterday they discount
President Nixon's threat to
invite more steel imports from
Western European and
Japanese producers, following
a rise in steel prices by the
Bethlehem Steel Co.
The federation officially
declined to comment. But
steel officials said privately
that Nixon's threat is an internal U.S. matter, and could
not be taken as a serious invitation to increase their
exports to the United Slates.
One official said that West
German steel makers would
rather stick with present
quotas
than
challenge
protectionist circles In the
United States which could end
up by enforcing more
stringent compulsory quotas
than the present voluntary
arrangement.
In Paris, however, steel
experts said Europe and
Japan would have no trouble
increasing shipments to the
United States.
Nixon said Tuesday he
might invite more imports to
counter price Increases of 11
to 13 per cent posted on certain
products by Bethlehem Steel.
The French Steel Industry
Federation
declined
to
comment on Nixon's threat,
however.
A spokesman for the
British Steel Corp said: "We
are taking the situation raised
in the United States Into account in our marketing plans
and are watching developments carefully. The United
States is an important market
for BSC."

Artist's Series Presents

GIORGIO TOZZI
Bass - Baritone

8:00 PM January 17 University Union
Tickets On Sale Union Ticket Office
Wednesday thru Friday
Student SI.25

Adults S1.50

v<.
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TV 70 making school film

jJ^^B

Square pegs )u»t won't
makf It in round holes.
In case you were never
introduced to the problem of
pegs and holes in kindergarten
or grade school, you will get a
chance to brush up on
elementary education by
viewing a film now being

g

produced by staff members
and students at the University's WBGU-TV, Channel 70.
The University's filmmakers were hired by the
state of Ohio to produce a
movie, suitable for television,
to explain the State Department of Education's Title One

Nixon considering
additive standards

Hk /^Ci3

j^r&

N.wt S.fvlc. Pho'o

DARRELL LANDRUM, director of an educational film explaining
Ohio's Title I accomplishments, takes a look at some new footage.
Landrum and other staff members at WBGU-TV are producing the
film, which will be aired throughout the state on local and
educational television stations.

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Nixon administration is
considering setting standards
for all fuel additives as an
alternative to taxing the lead
in gasolint, the nation's chief
antipollution enforcer says.
William D. Ruckelshaus,
administrator of the Environmental Protection
Agency, said the administration currently has the
power under the Clean Air Act
to set fuel standards and
additive standards for all

He said the White House
might decide to take this route
rather than try to reintroduce
in Congress Nixon's proposed
tax on lead in gasoline.
The House Ways and
Means Committee refused to
consider the proposed tax last
session.
Ruckelshaus, speaking
before the National Press
Club, said the administration
has decided against using tax
incentives, disincentives and
user charges on control
pollution.

program
for
the
educationally-disadvantaged
child.
The finished product shows
a variety of educational
programs financed by Title
One, ranging from sensory
motor and manipulative skills
taught to pre-schoolers to
remedial reading for sixth
graders.
The Title One program is
federally funded but is administered by the state.
Aproxlmately 600 programs
have
been
launched
throughout all 88 counties in
Ohio in an effort to raise the
educational potential of
disadvantaged children to
"average."
Dan-ell Landrum, director
of Bowling Green's television
and FM-radio facilities, is
producer-director of the film,
entitled "One Is the Way We
Begin."
He headed the
filming crew that traveled all
over the state to capture the
scope and importance of Title
One,
According to Landrum,
financing was provided

Jury finishes
rock-throwing
investigation
SAN JOSE, Calif. (AP) The Santa Clara County grand
Jury reports it has completed
its investigation into the rock
throwing violence surrounding President Nixon's
campaign visit last October
and that no new charges will
be filed.
There will be no public
report on the investigation,
foreman Ernest Renzel said
Tuesday in announcing the
end to the inquiry.
"We are satisfied that we
have acquired by Investigation those facts that
represent what happened at
the San Jose Civic Auditorium
the night of President Nixon's
visit," Renxel said in a
statement.
"We are further satisfied
that those identifiable persons
who committed crimes have
been charged for their actions."
Four men arrested by
police on misdemeanor
charges before the grand Jury
investigation are awaiting
trial.
The charges range from
assaulting a police officer to
urging to riot and disturbing
the peace.
A flurry of rock throwing
erupted as Nixon left a
Republican rally where he
backed the re-election bids of
Gov. Ronald Reagan and Sen.
George Murphy.
Under California law,
grand Jury proceedings which
do not result In Indictments
must remain secret

AL MAR
COLONIAL
LANES
Fri. Night

Student
Night

Open Bowling
Fri
All Toy
Sat
Sun
Till 6
Billio.0.. Cockloil Lounge
on. Snack ■•»
1010 N. Mom
Coll tor R«iof«oiion«

3S4-67S1

Several other WBGU-TV
staff members, and both
graduate and undergraduate
broadcasting students also

Filming was done "on
location" in the classrooms
used for the Title One
programs.
The shootings
required a crew for on-the-Jobtrainlng. Students were also
used In film editing and
preparation of the sound
track.

THE BROTHERS OF

SIGMA CHI
CONGRATULATE THE
NEWLY ELECTED

President
Vice Pres.
Rec. Sec.
Corr. Sec.
Treasurer
Asst. Trea.
Rush Chairmen

prisoner exchange
from Jails and prisons arounc
the country, were locked ir
cells at a military airport near
Rio, a few hundred yards from
the Varig Airlines Boeing 707
waiting to fly them out of the
country.
Latin-American governments have released 81
political prisoners as ransom
since the rash of kidnaping!
began
sweeping
the
hemisphere in September
1969. Brazil released 60 of the
prisoner total.
The government announced Monday that it would
send the prisoners to Chile as
soon as it received assurance
from the kidnapers that they
would release Bucher upon the
prisoner's arrival in Santiago.
The kidnapers gave this
assurance Tuesday in a note
signed by the kidnaped ambassador. The note was found
Inside a newspaper at the U.S.
Information Service library in
Rio following a tip from an
anonymous telephone caller.
Swiss Ambassador Max
Feller, who came to Brazil to
help negotiate for the release
of Bucher, said he and Bucher
should be on their way home
by the end of this week.
Bucher, 57, was kidnaped
Dec. 7 by terrorists who shot
and killed his bodyguard. As
ransom,
the
kidnapers
demanded the release of
convicts they considered
political prisoners and other
government concessions.
The government refused to
make any concessions other
than releasing prisoners, and
set conditions on this.

The full-color film will be
shown at teachers' conferences and on local and
educational television stations
throughout the state. It may
be sent to the Title One office
in Washington D.C., and
Uindruin has visions of his
film being seen all over the
country if it is good enough.

worked on the production.
A seven-year-old
child
narrates the film, and a group
of fourth graders from
Bowling Green's Crim School
sang the title song, "One Is the
Way We Begin." The song
was written by two music
students at the University,
and Landrum and his staff
colaborated to write the
words.

OFFICERS

Brazil approves
RIO DE JANERIO (AP) Seventy Brazilian prisoners
were expected to be flown to
political asylum in Chile
yesterday as ransom for the
kidnaped Swiss ambassador,
Giovanni Bucher.
The prisoners, assembled

through a $11,000 grant from
the Ohio Department of
Education.
"Commercial firms charge
an average of $1,000 a
minute" he pointed out.

Historion
Editors
Social Chair.
Steward
Pledge Trainer
Ritual Crro.

Tom Devon
Rick Bus
Joe Glasmire
William Fruth
Dan Cahill
Curt Galloway
Dave Lashey
Mike Chamberlain
Bob Gearhart
Jeff Mays
Bill Young
Rick Tyminski
Tim Kettle
Mark Nixon
Brian Kossman

Nina Crinkle Patent loots

16.99
SHA NA NA will appearFeb. 21 along with
Rare Earth at Memorial Hall. Tickets for the

concert are now on sale at the UAO ticket
office, and are priced at $2.50, S3, and S3.S0

Vienna Choir
The Vienna Boys
Choir will perform at
Toledo
Masonic
Auditorium
Monday
and Tuesday, Jan. 18
and 19, at 8:30 p.m.
University students
are eligible for a ten per
cent discount on all
tickets, priced at 82.50,
83.90 and $400.

IF
YOU HAVEN'T BEEN
CONTACTS) YET....
YOUR YEARBOOK STAFF
urges you . . .
To return the attached card to insure that your portrait will appear
in the yearbook.

...give^
tothe
March
of Dimes

Simply complete and mail the attached schedule within three days.
Place an "X" where you have free hours to be photographed. Your
portrait appointment will be individually tailored to the free times
you indicate on the attached eard.
Well do the rest! Approximately one week before your sitting you
will receive a confirmation of your appointment with all details.

Betas Wish To
Congratulate
Their New
Officers
p
rcsidont
V. President
Treasure*
Av.t. Treasurer
Corresponding Secretary
Recording Secretary
p
lcdge Educatoi
Rush Chiiirtimn

Ted Durig
Bob Morx
Bill Mclntyre
Jim KuH
Pot Ruddy
Bill Bennett
Gmy CoKholl
Jim Tuylor

RETURN TO
3TO
STUDENT
QUESTIONS CALL
2-2656

SERVICE

Please place an "X" in all free hours.
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
9:00- 10:00
10:00- 11:00
11:00-12:00
12:00- 1:00
1:00- 2:00
2:00- 3:00
3:00- 4:00
4:00- 5:00
Please Print
School Nan *
'Name
No.

Street

City

State

Phone

LAST CHANCE

BLDG.

Thursday

Friday

Zip
._

FOR

APPOINTMENT !

Regularly $22.
Capture the spirit of
winter in soft crinkle patent that fits
snuggly to the calf I The latest look heel
features a slight platform sole. Boots
come in winter black, navy and brown.
Also, not pictured are the low heel crinkle
stretch boots in black or brown, reg. SIS
now 14.99.
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Ex-soldier fears self-incrimination

Calley witness won't testify
"He was at the briefing and
FT. BENNING, 0«. (AP) A My Lai soldier who had heard Capt. Medina saying
publicly admitted he killed at leave nothing standing -to kill
least 10 people the day Charlie everything In the village-men,
Company swept through the women, children, cats and
village refused yesterday to dogs," defense counsel
testify at the trial of Lt. George Utimer argued.
William L. Calley Jr., on
grounds of possible self"The very emphasis is
tncrimination.
whether
Capt.
Medina
women
end
He was the third witness mentions
out of 62 who had taken refuge children," Latlmer continued.
"Most witnesses have not said
under the Fifth Amendment.
The other two were given Capt. Medina specifically
grants of immunity from used those words."
anything they might testify to,
Col. Reld W. Kennedy, the
and Calley's attorneys made a military Judge, said he Is not
request that this witness be sure whether he has the
given one, too.
authority under the Organized
Crime Act of 1970-the legal
Bernado Simpson, 22, a
vehicle used for on* of the
Jackson State, Miss., student other immunlties-to grant It
was on the witness stand in the to Simpson.
absence of the jury.
Did he take part in the
Paul
David
Meadlo
operation in My Lai on March testified under such Immunity
16, 1.6IT
granted by an assistant U.S.
"I refuse to answer on the attorney.
ground lt may tend to Incriminate me," Simpson said.
Kennedy said Latlmer
would have to make his
He gave a similar answer request for the Immunity
.to questions whether he was through the convening
moved by helicopter Into My authority for Calley's trialLai, or attended a briefing the whlch Is the commanding
night before given by Capt. general of Ft. Bennlng.
Ernest L. Medina.
Only one witness to date

has testified that Medina
specifically said women and
children should be killed.
Other witnesses have said they
got that impression because
Medina told them to leave
nothing alive In the village.
Appearing as a defense
witness for Lt. William L.
Calley Jr., Tommy Moss said
Tuesday he had been told "the
enemy could be anyone, Including women and children."

of the so-called My Lai
massacre.
Moss told a court-martial
that Capt. Ernest Medina,
their company commander,
was asked specifically at a
pre-aasault briefing about
women and children that
might be found in My Lai.
"He said they're either
Viet Cong or Viet Cong

Interior Dept. reports

The 27-year-old Calley Is
charged with murder of 102
Vietnamese in the hamlet on
March 16, 1966.
This morning, portions of
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
the trial were closed to press
and spectators because the Interior Department reported
yesterday that a proposed 800defense was introducing
classified documents to the mile oil pipeline across Alaska
would create unavoidable
six-off leer Jury.
environmental damage but
Presumably the documents that It should be built because
dealt with the rules of the nation needs the oil.
engagement and classified
The environmental impact
protlons of a report by an statement, required by law,
Army panel which In- said
construction
and
vestigated a possible coverup operation In strict accordance

t

Sol. & Sun. Mot. 2, 3:35, 5:20

'A MOTORCYCLE EPIC!"

^ •

SIGMA ALPHA ETA

V ERTERAN'S CLUB

Will meet In the Alumni
Room, Union, at 7 p.m.

Will meet at S p.m. in the
River Room, Union.

ADVISORY BOARDS

MIDDLE CLASS YOUTH

All students Interested in
working on departmental
advisory boards should sign
up for interviews today and
tomorrow In 40S Student
Services Bldg.

Will sponsor "Sympathy
for the Devil," a film by JeanLuc Godard starring the
Rolling Stones at 8 and 10 p.m.
today through Saturday In 201
Hayes Hall. Admission is $1.

LIFE

U.A.O.

Will hold a re-organizational
meeting at 8:30 p.m. in 112
Life Science Bldg.
The
meeting is open to the public.

Will present folksingers
Bruce Blalr and Joe Baker
tomorrow and Saturday from
8-11:30 p.m. in the Cardinal
Room, Union Admission Is
free.

SOCIETY FOR CREATIVE
ANACHRONISM, INC.

Loving, brawling and bustin'it up in
onAllonCo'r/tofle'Srn.ib production
With W.'l.o« Smith
t ■•Culiv* PrOduCt' iOttpri f ltvtn#
Sctfftolay by too*' $*■*
'•educed bv A"o" Co" And too*' S»>*
D -«c'td by Swy«tOui fobb*
n
tmmtm
~o>9>t»Ue*«4.b AM 1VCO IMHIIT Mil AtI . isH
"

<9

'

Will meet in the River Room,
Ufcion, from 7-0 p.m. The
sseeting will feature a report
on the Chicago revel, sword
practice, beginning music and
dance groups and a report on
the Council of War:
The
Eastern Peril.

with applicable laws and
regulations and with the
department's
special
stipulations "would reduce
foreseeable environmental
costs to acceptable levels."
The staff report, described
by the department as a draft
subject to change after public
hearings next month, could
not promise complete environmental safety for the
pipeline, but only that It "on
balance would create the
fewest number of environmental problems of all
alternate means considered."
"Development of the
petroleum reserves on the
north slope of Alaska Is
essential to the strength,
growth and security of the
United States." the report
said.
Seven oil companies have
banded together in proposing
construction of the II billion
pipeline to carry hot oil,
through a frozen area, from
vast
petroleum
fields
discovered two years ago in
the Alaskan Arctic to an icefree port at Valdez, on the
state's southern coast.
From there, the oil, to flow
at some two million barrels a
day, would be shipped by
tanker to the U.S. West Coast.

LAVS STORY" - "OWL AND THE PUSSYCAT
TORA! TORAI TORAr - "GIRL IN MY SOUP"
•FIVE EASY PIECES"

'.

•

football
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•0

play.
Mexican
coin.
Kernels of
hulled corn.
F.uropcan
wild boar.
Pass over.
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Solution to Yesterday's Puzzle
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CRYPTOGRAM — By Archibald V. Mcl.ees

A B

A;

l

"

uini

MISS, M O E
ECU

EH

AN

I8S1

tO 1)

RIAHl'NY

HLRSlZY,

Hl'HSUZY!
Yesterday's cryptogram: Laic izzards get last
gizzards.

by Brant parkor and Johnny hart
-TMI» P*CYCA»6
JSfllVSP IN

fgftri* MAH-

YOUNG HOLT
UNLIMITED
Will present a concert
Saturday immediately after
the basketball game. The
concert will be held in the
Grand Ballroom, Union. The
group plays a rock-and-soul
sound Admission is free.

CLaSSIFIED

NOW
SHOWING
i. 3:30. 5:30. 7:20, 9:

WATCH FOR

Flurry.

u

oil pipeline damaging

TO
DO
STA&IVR
Cif»et*al TODaY

- NOW SHOWING
Cv.. ot 7:20, 9:30 -

sympathizers," Moss said.
It was the first mention by
any witness that Medina had
been asked questions at the
briefing or that he discussed
women and children.
Moss, a slender shipping
clerk from Spartanburg, S.C.,
said he did not see Calley In
My Lai. He was not a member
of Calley's platoon.

4(1 Nation's war
DOWN
22 '•Comin'
fleet.
thru the —.'
Florence's
23 "— Wonder- 41 Yawn.
45
Puzzling
river.
land."
By George W. Frink
question.
Philnso25 Small lake.
46 Attention.
Bier's stone. 2fi Unfulfilled
54 Type of
ACROSS
4
48
Ijidy of the
iff story,
desire.
pants.
Brazilian
Trojan War.
for short.
27 Outfit of
.17 Ask for food.
- Place of
dance.
49 Genus of
clothes.
fit) "Swedish
— cream
worship.
28 Iridescent
marine
Nightinga Chicken's
cosmetic.
mineral.
snails.
Bale."
Simpletons:
crest.
30 Forlorn.
5(1 Half note.
us fee.
7 Spread.
si.
31 Direct
52 Native of
o Tali tale
Hlazcd forest 62 Treasure.
Leaning
attention.
ill Pernicious.
path.
teller.
32 Charges.
Tower city.
65 Fleur-de-lis.
a Morse CIMIC
Vaudeville
54
Custody.
34 Balmy.
numbers.
M Iwoo55 Opera
click.
Kuropcau.
... Malayan
.ill StrataLand
melody.
,u
67 TVS "The —
measure.
lawyer's
skirt.
M Plague.
juvenile
of the
|| Oak nut.
Cast of
51 Stages of
heroes.
Game."
|2 Mntter-ofmetal.
history.
Food for
37 15th of
68 Drum
fartness.
59 Bird's cheek,
thought.
March.
rhythm.
n Jewish
lil Trivial He.
Large
38 F.uroncan
63 A play in
69 (ieniift of
home
crucifix.
service.
capital.
rugby.
hlnrk gum.
— faineant
(do-nothing
king).
1
s
9
1
2
s
t
S
10
IZ
II
II
Ann —,
Midi.
15
It
I-ess
desirable.
II
19
ji
Mini.I.'.
Sports
22
■■21
23
■'
victor.
Hahv animal.
29
Auricle
ornament.
29
30 ll
7
1]
Spreads out.
Smallest
B)
34
' 16
11
19
amount.
Bora, e.g.
s»
40
41
Hocky. region
near
43
41
Colorado
Springs.
45
"— as a fox".
Hi mill
f|iieen.
Loose
thread.
S3
11
59
59
Offensive

PUZZLE

ol 7:15 sad 9:00
iol and Sun ot

UtleF«raarKJBigHalsy
are not your father's heroes.

RIDES
Anyone |oln| loClncy or Mil.
vicinity thu weekend? Call
Lauren
2-1131
Wlah to shar* mrnaltnf,
rrponsos to and from Toledo
dally, area ot Monroe and
Detroit its . Call H4-HS3
2 need ride to Miami Call Rich

STAMVM

ir,er*a

Ride Needod to Penn Stale or
East along Rt. 90 Alms* 1-1911
Ride needed to Pitts Eileen 1Ride needed to Buffalo, NY
this weekend Call 2-1919

Eve. - "FANNY" - ol 7 25 C "KSNA" « 930
Sot. I Sun. Mo.. "FANNY" at Ji IS - "MM" - « 4, 6

Ride Needed Beat as tar as
uasiasllwis. Pa. oa Friday
Jan. II Can leave anytime
Friday. Please Contact Carl,
SAE
House
371-3330

SWEDEN'S MOST FAMOUS WOMEN
TOGETHER FOR THE FIRST TIMEI
THE YEARS BIGSEST SHOWI

uktrarowD
LOST:
Woman'. Geld ID
Bracelet Call Kathy l-MM

NMtWllHMlJUtD £
little Fains end
MGHA1SY

Starts Fridoy January 15
South Pacific

Typing done in my homo
Bookreports. thotvo.anything
Experienced typist I edit lot
option* and punctuation
Perrysburg Phone I74-3M6
Equal Employment opportunity part-time youth
oi aiilwpoBnoTurallapU for
WSOSCAC neighborhood
youth corp project For IntormaUon and application call
M-ZM9 or write 414 Lima
Street Fremont
Recorder players wanted, also
other medieval musicians to
play tor dance class Ph. 3&33M4
WANTED:
muslclani,
vocalists and Hangars oa to
form Glgundoua Jam Band 2-

m

BEYOND THE ORDINARY
Hand Tooled leather berrettes
belts and wrist-watch bands
PHILIP MORTON Con111 W.
Wardrobe CabHet.. 1 metal 2
cardboard-Cheap 152-9592

If you know newspaper layout
and are looking for a jot. the
News Sparta Dept- needs yea.
Contact Harold Brown, aporU
editor. 199 University Hall

Stereo components aony am
fmrecelver- BJS.R turntableRectilinear speakera-ceat
MM I months ago Inquire
Greenvlew apt. no. 31

Wanted: Babysitter for one
and two afternoons IHi
Should provide own tranaportaOonCall»2-3591orS71.

1999 Dtluit Ztg Zag Sewing
Machine. Paid IMS, wul sell
for 118. Call MUM after 1

19M Triumph GT-9 Pretty
tm
Good Shape Call 351-5547
SENIOR
MEN
AND
GRADUATES If you are aal*. WHY PAY LUXURY PRICES
11 Hall I aad would like to tor your favorite make
start your ewa business camera. SOSUs anportor at
wlthool any capital la- Heo( Kong', moot sought
veatraant while receivaig . after pltotatjrapnlc equipment
crier.
oiboatable ssvirat.
QalMiean aftorl Gaaraataes lazes, malting
(AB
coats. aD tortasud CaU KO4111
aeon '

rt

GET YOUR CYCLES FIXED
BEFORE SPRING! Cycsts
Unlimited Garage behind IB
a Kntecprlje-Free ElttmateRepalr all Btkao ChopperCreated k PsInted-JImmy
Lambert
owner
Deluz Personalized Sptro
Agnew bodges II cants.
Zodiac match covers 99 cents.
Limited Supply1 Send to PO
Box 1, Perryshsry. Ohio 43581
NEEDED: Clean, Honorable,
Roapectable Females willing
to change their Image Passat
Call
Fluffy
s-iun
Trailer to share: 1 Male.
Maure T.C. New till April 15.
391-oSn or George Mt LAB.

rOW SALE OR RENT

BUSINESS
rarruNtnES

Moa-Frl
n-4 WoflFatd CaSMSMM

Yuhlca 35 mm camara f 1.4
lono-TI. Super 1159-354-9915

HM7:Z994borrell,4s»d G
ear. 11999 Ph 1915179

Tad
Sublet-Sprlng
aad
Summer Quarters-1 bedroom
[ullauuiiil apartment. Call 1527407 attar 4
EnViency apartment t mi
north of BG available Feb 1175
par month TI191S5
3 bedroom furnished apart
metlt available Immediately s4 student. BJ5 per mo »1Apartment lor sab loose
Winthrop Terrace.
Itnmediate COTapnncy.
Call
sfter
nee
154-1522

Private room (or woman
Kitchen prlvUeogoo S2-7950
before 11 p.m.
Large Basement apt tor rent
Inquire Ks> W Poe Rd
Soil available 3 * 4 man
apartments tor immediate
rental 400 Napoleon Rd. 3545771 alao taking depoaiu for
rentals 1-4 man opts.

DAIRY TWIST PIZZA open 9
am til
1
am FREE
DELIVERY alter I pjn. H.0I
minimum 1
Pines Roller Rink, 319 S. Main
open
Friday.
Saturday
evening. 7.10-10 ». Saturday
and Sunday matinee 1-4 p.m.;
Sunday evtnlnga 74 p.m
Special group rates Ph. 191-

am

Congratulations to Fick k
Lasbe on your pinning. The
Brothers of Kappa Sterna

DAD'S DAY PEftFORMERS-Ptcturee available from the
show. 99 cents per i injij flga
up la UAO office unttl Jaa at*.

Watch
eat tor
those
SjjaaaardslllLovtya. Spanky

Sraltty't md Hand Shop W N.
Grove; Open 94 Mon-Sat. 4 9I p.m Mem k Fn

Hey BLT-Happy Belated and
Congrats on 4 pt.-The Eggs
Thank you. Delta, for a
'DELTlCIOUS'Tea. Gamins
Fat's
Robbyn
"For Ola Good
iTirooe", and especially tor
Last Weedand. Love. j.R.P.
More "rocks' for oar garden!
Congrst.
en
your
engagements, Betty and Barb-KD love, yoar i
Congratulation. Cindy and
Joan, aad Linda k Kieth on
your pinning., and Lara k
Chuck. Jane * Herb, and
Linda ll Walt oa your
engagement,

FRIDAY JAM THIS WEEK
BOARD'S
HEAD
INN
STADIUM PLAZA 11 p.m.t aju
DEADLINE DATE FOR
INKSTONE BO'S Literary
Magazine, has been extended
to Feb. 1.
Send all submission,
to
201
u.n.
WE NEED GOOD WRITERS
Can be trained The BC News
FRENCH - SPANISH
rTAUAN-BANCjUET Friday
Jan 15 Dinner 9-». II 25 per
person at UCF with reservstlon for club members and
their friends onh
Meet Mr. Garv Fa>-C>vorr
Tire at thr Markrtuu; llub
Meehnit Tueedsi. Jan 10.7 *
p.m tile Virrnv 111.1* Kr>
Picture Ata-

WU1 sub leaae sportment 1
bedroom furnished married
couple preferred Call MW4S4

DZ HOUSE FLAMES ON:
Gord k T. Ward Thank
Bonnie. Undy k Gimp for a
great time'

F. roommate needed Vanity
Sq. M4-7291

If Greek, don't turn on. I*t
ZBT

Apartment available for one
male near campus NOW 35317M

Come Grow with us. Call 21991 Ceauseung Ctntor. Ml
Student Services

Fstnale Roommate Needed
D7 59 per month Call MS499I
or JM-9292 altar I

Otvea aamn about vow environment?
AtleM the
AND
JAN.
meeting of LIFE Ece-Artton- STEVE
Thursdoy Jaa. I4-Rm 111 lJIt CONGRATS ON YOUR PIKA
LAVALIERING. HAWK k
Set. Bldg.-*:» pA.
JUDY

1 girl noadod for apt call Stt

Its no be. «r hkr Alpha
Sucnu Its Thank. (.« thr
Ira t:anuiui Itn >
ZEKF
thr
TKK
Congrotulates Hcasl upon
Ealering DV rtachrtor . llub
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The times
of the season

photography by

HifiVf
DRUG

STORES

Lek Piyarat and

GRAY S

' STUDENT

SPECIALS
1VMWI

Jim Smith

GODARD
"Sympathy for the Devil (1+ir
"A aong of revolution
unlike any that's ever been sung
sheer genius."
-Morgensfern. NEWSWEEK
"A movie experience
of major importance."
-Canby, NY. TIMES
January 13-16
201 Hayes Hal
8 and 10
SI.00
Middle Class Youth

We need people
The BG News needs writers, or people
willing to spend enough time to learn to
write. Hhe hours may be long, and the
work may be dull. You won't get rich,
either. The opportunity is here, though,
for students willing to work.

ZBT

The

Fraternity That

BIG
FAT SALE

STANDS Alone,
Invites You To Stop In Tonight And
-)

Rap With The Boys Anytime After 7

%%i Ben

2.75 sin
CANNON
Party Host

TINDER
TOUCH

1.3S SIZE
JIISENS
Ski. letioa

PRETTI-FITS
COFFEE • BEIGE

BATH OIL
Rag. or Flora

7 02. BOTTLE
SOOTHING

•ACK OF 24
SILICONS

1 834

GRAYS STADIUM PLAZA STORE
Iblb 1 ast Hfoostei Street
t

.

SPECIALS THRU SUNDAY. JAN. 17. RESERVED TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
J
—I
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Whatcha doin' Saturday night?
ByViDMannix
Assistant Sports Editor
There's gonna be a little
"pickup" game between the
gan g from Memorial Hall and
the Milieu Hall mob, and ya
know when these guys start
plckin', and pushin' and
pumpin', the winning score is
only by about "that much."
The thing Is, the last time
our guys won here was when
they were MAC kingpins three
years ago.
Now one dude who'U be
checking out the action
Saturday night Is a guy who
comes from a place where
everything's tops.
"The man" is Bob Bell,
Bowling Green's new athletic
director by way of UCLA and
he ain't seen nothin' but the
best college basketball for the
past few years.
Somethin' else he probably
saw and heard the best of were
the UCLA crowds at Pauley
Pavilion and elsewhere,
around the west coast, but you
know how fickle fans can be
when they get spoiled.

But one thing Bell
definitely saw the best of at
UCLA were the cheerleaders..
Sho' miff!!!

The Bruin bucketeers may
cut the best moves when
they're on the floor, but the
ones laid down by these UCLA
cheerleaders are even better.
Now this will be Bell's first
chance to experience the
Falcon fortress in action.
Bowling Green fans got a
thing all their own when they
shout It uo enough to blow the
roof of the Joint off..and
maybe the other team too.
And if that don't do it, the
Falcon ballplayers turn on
from the "good vibes" and lay
it on the intruders themselves.
Then
there's
our
cheerleaders who have caught
giff for not doin' this, and gaff
for not doin' that, and some
even wonder If they're out
there at all.
WeU, the teams'U be there,
the fans'll be there and the
"man" from UCLA too..JO
with the cheerleaders and
Freddy doing their thing the
place could really be hoppln'.

N...»ho.o by Carl j. SVolok. J,.

N.-.photo by Carl J. Skolot. Jr.

So goes a swimming meet
By Dave Bradford
Sports Writer
So you're going to a swim
meet? Well, if your body can
stand the shock of the high
humidity in the Natatorium,
you'U be rewarded with an
exciting visit.
Each dual meet begins
with a 400 yd. medley relay,
which
consists of four
swimmers; one swims the
backstroke, one swims swims
the backstroke, breastroke,
butterfly, and freestyle,
respectively.
This event is followed by
three freestyle events: the
1000 yd. distance, the 200 yd.
middle distance and the SO yd.
sprint.

Following these events Is
the 200 yd. Individual medley.
Acontestant is required to
swim
the
backstroke,
breastroke, the butterfly and
freestyle, in 50 yd. lengths.
At this point the simming
events are Interrupted by the
first diving event, the one
meter dive. Each diver must
perform a required dive
chosen by the judges, and five
other dives of his choice.
Each dive is rated upon a
degree of difficulty, ranging
from 1.0 to 3.0. For example, a
back dive Is rate 1.6. The
diver's performance of his
dive Is Judged by a panel of
three Judges on a scale of one
to ten.

Extramural icers
drop fCenf, 6-3
Bowling Green's extramural
hockey
team
defeated the Kent State
Varsity hockey team in the
opener of their ice arena last
Saturday night, 6-3.
Scoring for BG were Steve
Darr, Eric Preston, Dave
Banghard, Greg Williams,
Jerry White and Bob

1'aplenovich.
In goal were Carl Wink,
Ernie Bernard and Ed
Woycenko.
The next game for the
extramural team is Saturday
at 10:00 p.m. in the Ice Arena
and the opponent is the
Cleveland Hockey Club.

IM notes
Entries for the 1971 Intramural handball doubles
and bowling tournaments are
now available' from fraternity
and residence hall athletic
chairman.

Off-campus students may
obtain entries at the IM offive,'
201 Memorial Hall. Entries
are due Tuesday, Jan. 19.
Play begins the week of Jan.
25.

Block Student Union

MEETING TONIGHTI
7:00 f.m.
105 Him

For the diver's final score,
the average score of the three
Judges Is multiflied by the
difficulty rating of the dive. A
diver who received a score of
five from the Judges on a back
dive would receive a final
score of eight.
After the one meter dive, a
swimming is resumed with the
200 yd. butterfly, the 100 yd.
freestyle, the 200 yd.
backstroke, the 500 yd.
freestyle, and the 200 yd.
breastroke. At this point,
diving again steals the
spotlight, with the three meter
competition.
Concluding the meet is the
400 yd. freestyle relay, which
consists of four swimmers on
a team, with each member
swimming 100 yards of
freestyle.

Unlike the method of
scoring In diving, the swimmers in the Individual events
garner points by finishing In
the first three places of their
respective events. Swimmers
are awarded five points for
first place, three points for
second, and one point for
third.
In the relays, seven points
are awarded to the winning
team, and none to the loser.
This makes It imperative that
a swimming team win at least
one of the realys during a
meet.
So, If you're tired of
watching a football getting
kicked around, or a basketball
being put through a hoop, then
brave the humidity of the
Natatorium and watch the
Falcon tankers do their thing.

Cincinnati victim
of BG gymnasts
The University Gymnastics team won Its first
match last Saturday, beating
the University of Cincinnati
120.9-110.6.
Competition was close
throughout the meet with the
Falcon gynmasts grabbing a
slight lead after the side horse
competition. Strong routines
in the parallel bars by Rick
Meeker, Jay Butler and Doug

Oltmanns helped the Falcons
increase their lead, according
to gymnastics coach A. John
White.
Coach White attributed the
victory to solid performances
by all members of the team.
The next meet is Friday at
Miami. Also competing will
by Western Michigan and
Kent State.
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